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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

5.1 Conclusion 

Taman Pelangi Sriwijaya is potential as a tourism object destination. The 

following are the potency of Taman Pelangi Sriwijaya as a tourism object destination. 

First, the rides games more interesting, challenging courage, and beautify decoration 

lanterns which have different animated characters. The create park where visitors 

relax with trees decorated with lights are unique and can do a leisurely stroll in the 

afternoon for visitors. Second, holding events such as music concerts, exhibitions, 

cultural festivals, culinary, organizes a big event to international events and 

performances unique lanterns every day weekend or public holidays. The complete 

facilities such as minimarkets, pharmacy, restaurants of special food Palembang, 

souvenirs, a place of prayer, places to eat, trash, where admission destinations, toilet, 

a mini market, a parking space, clean water or rest area visitors. Third, should provide 

wifi / internet, insurance and safety. Fourth, applying standard tariff and structuring 

of infrastructure in the Taman Pelangi Sriwijaya. Finally provide transportation and a 

good hospitality to the tourist object in the Taman Pelangi Sriwijaya. 

5.2 Suggestion 

From the above conclusion, the writer suggests that: 

1. The Management of Taman Pelangi Sriwijaya should keep the cleanliness 

and the hygiene and sanitation of the tourism object by repairing the sink 

or wash basin for tourists and assure that there is enough water in each 

wash basin or the sink. The cleanliness should be checked every hour. 

2. The Management of Taman Pelangi Sriwijaya should increase and provide 

some object destination and activities for the tourists, for example, rides 

games, exhibitions, the cultural festival, culinary, music festivals well as 

children playground. 
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3. The Management of Taman Pelangi Sriwjaya should complete and 

increase standard facilities, infrastructure and transportation for the 

tourists. The management should provide what the tourists need especially 

in terms of facility likes restaurant, wifi/internet and the places for 

worship.  

4. The Management of Taman Pelangi Sriwijaya should pay more attention to 

the condition from the power source for the lanterns are unmade and guarded by 

his security 

 

 


